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Abstract
Several studies (Vision Research 15 (1975) 583; Perception 9 (1980) 671) have shown that binocular fusion is limited by the
disparity gradient (disparity/distance) separating image points, rather than by their absolute disparity values. Points separated by a
gradient >1 appear diplopic. These results are sometimes interpreted as a constraint on human stereo matching, rather than a
constraint on fusion. Here we have used psychophysical measurements on stereo transparency to show that human stereo matching
is not constrained by a gradient of 1. We created transparent surfaces composed of many pairs of dots, in which each member of a
pair was assigned a disparity equal and opposite to the disparity of the other member. For example, each pair could be composed of
one dot with a crossed disparity of 60 and the other with uncrossed disparity of 60, vertically separated by a parametrically varied
distance. When the vertical separation between the paired dots was small, the disparity gradient for each pair was very steep.
Nevertheless, these opponent–disparity dot pairs produced a striking appearance of two transparent surfaces for disparity gradients
ranging between 0.5 and 3. The apparent depth separating the two transparent planes was correctly matched to an equivalent
disparity deﬁned by two opaque surfaces. A test target presented between the two transparent planes was easily detected, indicating
robust segregation of the disparities associated with the paired dots into two transparent surfaces with few mismatches in the target
plane. Our simulations using the Tsai–Victor model show that the response proﬁles produced by scaled disparity-energy mechanisms
can account for many of our results on the transparency generated by steep gradients.
 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the early 1960s, Bela Julesz described a new tool
for studying human stereopsis-random dot stereograms
(Julesz, 1964, 1971). These stereograms, composed of
randomly generated patterns of small black and white
dots, focused attention on the stereo correspondence
problem. How did the stereo system determine which
dot in one eye’s image should be matched with a dot in
the other eye’s image, given the many possible matches?
In the years since Julesz’ initial observations, nu-
merous models of stereo matching have appeared, each
demonstrating by computer simulations that the model
could solve the correspondence problem for random dot
stereograms. Most of these models relied on a set of
rules, or constraints, to reduce the complexity of dot-by-
dot matching (Frisby & Pollard, 1991; Marr & Poggio,
1976; Weinshall & Malik, 1994). Perhaps the most im-
portant of these computational rules was the smooth-
ness constraint, sometimes called the continuity or
cohesivity constraint. Marr (1982) reasoned that natural
surfaces change slowly, so adjacent features or markings
on a surface would most likely have the same or similar
disparities. Thus, the most likely match for adjacent
features (or dots) would be one that minimized their
diﬀerence in disparity. Is the smoothness constraint
merely a useful tool for stereo matching with computer
algorithms, or does it represent a biological constraint
on human stereo matching?
The ﬁrst psychophysical support for the smoothness
constraint came from Tyler’s work on stereoscopic fu-
sion 1 (Tyler, 1973, 1975). The traditional view was that
fusion depended only on the absolute disparity of indi-
vidual features. Tyler showed, to that contrary, that
fusion depended on the distance separating features as
well as their disparity. If a small distance separated
*Corresponding author.
1 Fusion means that a binocularly viewed feature appears as a single
image. In diplopia, the observer sees two images, corresponding to the
monocular half-images.
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features and their diﬀerence in disparity was very large,
they appeared diplopic. This result indicated that the
stereo system was more eﬀective in processing gradual
changes in disparity than abrupt ones. Tyler interpreted
these ﬁndings as evidence for a size–disparity correla-
tion; ﬁne scale mechanisms processed small horizontal
disparities, while coarse scale mechanisms processed
large horizontal disparities.
Burt and Julesz (1980) reinterpreted Tyler’s results as
evidence for the smoothness constraint implicit in Julesz’
own model of stereo matching. They deﬁned a new limit
on the permitted range of matching disparities for ad-
jacent features, which they called the disparity gradient
limit. A disparity gradient is equal to the diﬀerence in
feature disparities divided by their angular separation.
Using pairs of dots, Burt and Julesz varied the gradient
between the pair, and asked observers whether the dots
appeared properly fused or diplopic. They showed that
the limiting gradient for fusion was close to 1 and iso-
tropic, meaning that it applied to all orientations of the
dot pairs. They concluded that human stereo matching
was constrained to disparity gradients 6 1.
Certainly, this constraint is very reasonable for opa-
que surfaces. However, many natural scenes include
transparent media (water, glass) and intermittent oc-
cluders (lacy foliage, wire screens) that can introduce
steep recurrent changes in scene disparity. Moreover,
numerous laboratory studies have shown that observers
can readily see transparency in random dot displays that
are composed of disparities specifying two or more
surfaces (Akerstrom & Todd, 1988; Gepshtein & Coo-
perman, 1998; Parker, Johnston, Mansﬁeld, & Yang,
1991; Stevenson, Cormack, & Schor, 1989; Weinshall,
1989, 1991a,b). The perception of stereo transparency is
undoubtedly constrained by the same disparity gradient
limit as any other depth percept; so, if disparity gradi-
ents pose signiﬁcant limitations on human stereo
matching, transparency can be used to explore those
limitations.
Previous studies of transparency have not addressed
this point speciﬁcally. Akerstrom and Todd (1988)
compared the perceived depth separating transparent
surfaces to the depth separating adjacent opaque sur-
faces. Generally, they found that transparent surfaces
were poorly separated compared to opaque surfaces,
and that this perceived separation was particularly weak
at high densities. Gepshtein and Cooperman (1998)
asked observers to judge the orientation of a disparity-
deﬁned transparent cylinder viewed behind a fronto-
parallel transparent surface. They measured percentage
correct as a function of dot density, estimating the
maximum density that produced 75% correct. The lim-
iting density fell with increasing disparity between the
frontoparallel surface and the cylinder. These studies
show that increasing either the density or the disparity
range––manipulations that necessarily increase local
disparity gradients––degrades the depth produced by
transparent displays. The question is whether these
limits on transparency are due to the steepness of local
gradients or to the density per se of the displays.
Many stereo matching models can account for stereo
transparency (Gray, Pouget, Zemel, Nowlan, & Sej-
nowski, 1998; Pollard, Mayhew, & Frisby, 1985; Praz-
dny, 1985; Tsai & Victor, 2001). Interestingly, both the
Prazdny and Pollard–Mayhew–Frisby (PMF) algo-
rithms, which utilize a disparity gradient limit to deter-
mine stereo correspondence, were tested on transparent
displays and successfully simulated their appearance. As
a more demanding test, Weinshall, 1989, 1991a,b cre-
ated random dot stereograms that were composed of
paired dots separated by steep gradients. When viewed
stereoscopically, these displays appeared to contain
multiple transparent surfaces. Pollard and Frisby (1990)
showed that the PMF algorithm could simulate the
multiple planes in Weinshall’s displays. Basically, PMF
found matching support for one plane in some loca-
tions, and support for other planes in other locations,
thus simulating the appearance of lacy overlapping
surfaces. But do these lacy surfaces actually mimic what
the human observer perceives? For example, if a target
were placed between the two transparent surfaces within
a small region of visual space, could the observer detect
its presence? If so, the disparities of individual dots must
be used by the stereo system to designate the two sur-
faces, rather than clumps of dots matched locally either
to one or to the other plane.
Although the computational models do a good job
of describing the depth seen in simple psychophysi-
cal displays, they ignore the physiological interface be-
tween the stimulus and the percept. Given our extensive
knowledge about the physiological basis of stereopsis
(Cumming & Parker, 1999; Ohzawa, DeAngelis, &
Freeman, 1990, 1996; Prince, Pointon, Cumming, &
Parker, 2000; Prince, Cumming, & Parker, 2002), it is
worth considering the contribution of cortical disparity
units to stereo matching. Strictly speaking, these units,
commonly called ‘disparity energy’ units, do not ‘solve’
the correspondence problem, because they simply re-
spond to whatever stimulus satisﬁes their disparity
tuning, regardless of competing matches. Nonetheless,
Qian (1994) has shown that a plausible combination of
signals from ‘disparity energy’ mechanisms can correctly
label the disparity of random dot stereograms in a way
consistent with perceived depth. Can ‘disparity energy’
models predict stereo transparency? Models that employ
pooling across scales (Fleet, Wagner, & Heeger, 1996) or
‘winner-take-all’ decision rules (Qian & Zhu, 1997) may
have trouble assigning two disparities to the same spa-
tial region.
In an extension of the Qian model, Tsai and Victor
(2001) recently proposed a diﬀerent decision rule based
on template matching. The Qian model consists of many
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disparity energy mechanisms 2 tuned to a range of spa-
tial scales that span the spatial frequency spectrum. The
disparity tuning of these mechanisms scales with the size
of the receptive ﬁeld, a premise that has some physio-
logical (Prince et al., 2002) and psychophysical support
(Smallman & MacLeod, 1994). Tsai and Victor con-
structed a disparity-speciﬁc template from the responses
of these mechanisms to white noise (random dot stereo-
gram) at a ﬁxed disparity. The pattern of responses
across scales to a given disparity constitutes the template
for that disparity. For example, a large disparity would
generate a large response in mechanisms tuned to low
spatial frequencies, a moderate response in mid-range
frequency mechanisms, and almost no response in high
frequency mechanisms. A small disparity would gener-
ate the complementary pattern. Tsai and Victor sampled
the disparity domain very ﬁnely, creating 301 templates
for disparities ranging from 30 to þ300. To ﬁnd the
appropriate match for a novel stimulus, they compared
the pattern of responses produced by the novel stimulus
to each of the disparity templates. The most similar
template was taken as the disparity of the novel stimu-
lus. Their calculations predicted the results of psycho-
physical experiments that used band-limited targets and
compound gratings––stimuli that were quite diﬀerent
from those used to generate their templates. They also
showed that this template-matching approach could
handle transparency. In the latter part of this paper, we
will examine whether the Tsai–Victor model can account
for our results.
For this study, we used a task that depended on the
ability of the stereo system to resolve local disparities
into two transparent planes. The observer was asked to
detect a target lying between two putative depth planes;
if the disparities were not segregated into separate
planes, target detection was greatly degraded. In par-
ticular, we asked whether displays with steep local dis-
parity gradients would produce robust segregation into
two transparent planes, thereby enhancing detection. To
demonstrate how our transparent displays were con-
structed, let us return to the Burt and Julesz study
(1980). In their paper, they included stereograms that
allowed readers to test themselves on the eﬀect of
varying the disparity gradient. In Fig. 1, we have drawn
a variant of these stereograms.
In the upper stereogram [1A], both dots in each pair
have the same disparity, so the gradient separating the
dots within a pair is zero. The disparity of one pair is
equal and opposite to the disparity of the other pair.
Thus, when cross-fused, the pairs appear at crossed and
uncrossed depths that straddle the plane speciﬁed by the
surrounding box. In the lower stereogram [1B], each dot
of the pair has an equal and opposite disparity to the
other dot, so the gradient separating the dots within
the pair is steep (2). When cross-fused, the dots in the
lower stereogram appear diplopic. Note that the dis-
parity range in the two stereograms in Fig. 1 is identical.
Now, imagine a display composed of many of the
opposite disparity dot pairs shown in the lower stereo-
gram [1B]. Would the multiplicity of dot pairs support
the appearance of stereo transparency? If so, how steep
can we make the local gradient separating the dots
within the pairs, and yet produce a transparent percept?
To answer this question, we manipulated the disparity
gradient between the opposite disparity dots by varying
their vertical separation. This approach allowed us to
explore the gradient limit separately from issues about
stereogram density. Locally, each pair of dots could be
presented with a relatively steep disparity gradient, but
the overall density of the stereogram could still be quite
sparse. As we shall show, the human stereo system can
readily segregate the dots into two transparent planes
2 The Qian model uses the phase–disparity mechanisms described
by Ohzawa et al., 1996. Physiological measurements do not support
either a pure phase–disparity or pure position disparity system; cat and
monkey stereo systems are composed of a mixture of both types of
units (Cumming & DeAngelis, 2001). Nevertheless, phase–disparity
mechanisms may still be useful in modeling human psychophysical
performance, since they may represent the operations of the whole
system without representing the response characteristics of individual
disparity units. To distinguish the real physiological units from the
modeling operations, we will refer to the model units as mechanisms.
Fig. 1. Demonstration of the stereo gradient eﬀect. In the upper ste-
reogram [1A], both dots in each pair have the same disparity, so the
gradient separating the dots within a pair is zero. In the lower stereo-
gram [1B], each dot of the pair has an equal and opposite disparity to
the other dot, so the gradient separating the dots within the pair is steep
(2).
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even when the local disparity gradients separating the
dots are much larger than 1.0.
2. Methods
2.1. The target detection experiment
The observer was asked to detect which of two tem-
poral intervals contained the test target, a regularly
spaced string of four aligned dots. The four-dot target
was embedded either in 2D or in 3D noise that formed
two transparent planes. To make the task diﬃcult, we
used noise composed of pairs of dots with the same
spacing and orientation as the test target. The noise
pairs were presented at randomly chosen locations
within a ﬁeld 2.3 in diameter. The test target appeared
at a randomly chosen location within the noise, with the
constraint that the center of the string fell somewhere
within the central 1. This constraint guaranteed that the
whole test target, even if composed of widely spaced
dots, was presented well within the noise ﬁeld.
We compared thresholds for the three types of noise
shown in Fig. 2. For clarity, the right and left half-
images are shown as open and ﬁlled circles in the dia-
grams, but, in the actual experimental setting, all dots in
both half-images were bright points, each subtending
about 10, and displayed on x–y monitors. The test target
was always presented in the ﬁxation plane, so the two
half-images are shown superimposed (because the half-
images are coincident). Also only a small fraction of
the dots in the experimental display are shown in these
diagrams; there were as many as 400 noise dots for some
measurements. The locations of the noise dot pairs and
the test target changed from trial to trial. Three diﬀerent
disparities were tested for the two 3D conditions: 6, 11.5
and 230 separating the two noise planes.
For the 2D noise condition (Fig. 2A), both the signal
and noise pairs were presented in the ﬁxation plane (zero
disparity). To make 2D and 3D thresholds comparable,
the 2D-noise conﬁguration was just the left half-image
of the corresponding 3D-noise conﬁguration, but viewed
by both eyes. In the 3D ‘‘same disparity’’ noise, each
pair of oriented noise dots was presented at random in
Fig. 2. Diagrams of the three noise conditions. For clarity, the right and left half-images are shown as open and ﬁlled circles for the 3D noise
conditions but, in the actual experimental setting, all dots in both half-images were bright points, each subtending about 10. See text for experimental
details.
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one of two planes that symmetrically straddled the ﬁx-
ation plane (Fig. 2B). For roughly half of the pairs in the
diagram, the right half-image of the pair lies to the left
of the left half-image, so these pairs would appear at a
crossed disparity in front of the ﬁxation plane. The other
pairs have exactly the opposite disparity (right half-
image to right of left half-image), so they appear at an
uncrossed disparity behind the ﬁxation plane. The test
target has no disparity, so it appears in the ﬁxation
plane. The stereogram in Fig. 1A above is composed of
‘same–disparity’ noise pairs.
In the 3D ‘‘opposite disparity’’ noise, one member of
each pair of noise dots was presented in one of the two
symmetrical depth planes, while the other member was
presented at an equal and opposite disparity in the other
plane. In the diagram, the upper member of each pair
has a crossed disparity equal and opposite to the un-
crossed disparity of the lower member of each pair (Fig.
2C). If the observer can resolve the opposite disparities
of these paired noise dots, they will appear to lie in two
planes that straddle the ﬁxation plane (see right column
of 2C). The stereogram in Fig. 1B above is composed of
‘opposite disparity’ noise. Notice that the transparent
planes produced by the opposite disparity pairs will look
diﬀerent from the planes produced by the same disparity
pairs. In the same disparity noise, each pair deﬁnes an
orientation that lies in either the front or the rear plane.
In the opposite disparity noise, one member of the pair
lies on the front plane, and is shadowed by the other
member of the pair on the back plane.
The key experimental manipulation was to vary the
vertical separation systematically between members of
each dot pair in the opposite–disparity noise. This ma-
nipulation changed the disparity gradient separating the
paired points. For comparison, similar changes were
made in the vertical separation of the paired dots in the
same–disparity noise. Changes in the vertical separation
of the noise pairs necessarily produced changes in their
orientation. To guarantee that the noise pairs would
obscure the test target, the orientation and spacing of
the dots in the test target were varied systematically so
that they mimicked the orientation of the noise pairs. As
an example, two diﬀerent vertical separations for the
noise pairs are shown in Fig. 3. The left column of Fig. 3
shows the test targets, the middle column shows two
pairs of the same–disparity noise, and the right column
shows two pairs of opposite–disparity noise. The test
targets have the same orientation and spacing as the
noise pair in the left half-image. Note that the horizontal
separation between the target dots is equal to the dis-
parity between the half-images of any noise dot.
As may be evident from the diagram in Fig. 2C, the
opposite–disparity noise pairs have one orientation in
one half-image and the opposite orientation in the other
half-image. If the observer had access to the right half-
image alone, she could easily detect the test target be-
cause it has a very diﬀerent orientation from the noise
pairs. This possibility may be obvious if you compare
the ﬁlled circles of the four-dot test target to the right
half image of the noise pairs (open circles). To control
for this possibility, two observers (PV and SPM) were
run with both orientations present in both half-images.
Instead of the single oblique orientation shown in Fig.
2A and B, the noise pairs in each half-image were pre-
sented with two oblique orientations. The disparity of
these noise pairs were arranged to produce the same two
Fig. 3. The four-dot target string is shown in the ﬁrst column by superimposed open and closed circles to indicate that it is always presented in the
ﬁxation plane. The next two columns show same–disparity noise and opposite–disparity noise with two diﬀerent vertical separations. To guarantee
that the noise pairs would obscure the test target, the orientation and spacing of the dots in the test target were varied systematically so that they
mimicked the orientation of the noise pairs.
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depth planes that straddled the ﬁxation plane shown in
the right column of Fig. 2. This change to two-orienta-
tion noise had little eﬀect on our main ﬁndings: the re-
sults of subjects PV and SPM were similar to those of
subjects LM and AJ who were shown the one-orienta-
tion noise. We also compared the one- and two-orien-
tation data directly in one subject; the pattern of results
was nearly identical for the two stimulus arrangements.
For all the detection measurements, the observer
pressed a button to initiate a trial consisting of two in-
tervals in a standard 2IFC paradigm. The observer then
indicated which interval contained the four-dot target
by pressing one of two buttons; auditory feedback was
given if the choice was incorrect. The percentage of
correct identiﬁcations was measured as a function of
noise density to obtain a psychometric function. Each
function was based on a minimum of three blocks of 96
trials each (288 total), measured at three diﬀerent noise
densities; additional blocks at other densities were added
as needed to cover the full range of percentages correct.
We ﬁtted these percentages with a Weibull function to
estimate the noise density corresponding to 82% correct.
The reciprocal of the noise density for 82% correct is
deﬁned as threshold for our various noise conditions; a
low threshold indicates that the observer could easily
detect the test target at high noise densities. Note that
throughout the paper, density refers to the dots per
square degree, not the percentage of pixels ﬁlled.
2.2. The depth matching experiments
We also measured the perceived depth generated by
the opposite–disparity noise. The observer was shown
two intervals, one that contained opposite–disparity
noise pairs presented at a ﬁxed disparity, and the other
that contained a reference stimulus composed of two
disparity planes. The observer pressed one of two but-
tons to indicate which interval contained the larger ap-
parent depth (the larger separation between the two
planes); no feedback was given. In the reference interval,
the display was presented with one of ﬁve possible dis-
parities separating the planes. Both the mean and the
range of the reference disparities were manipulated in
pilot runs until the observer was satisﬁed that the
reference disparities bracketed the apparent depth pro-
duced by the opposite–disparity noise pairs. The ob-
server then ran a block of 95 trials to generate a
psychometric function. The median of the function es-
timated by probit analysis was taken as the matching
depth. Medians from two or more experimental blocks
were averaged for each of the matches plotted in our
graphs.
Two diﬀerent types of reference stimuli were used
(Fig. 4). One consisted of individual dots randomly
placed within the 2.3 stimulus region, and randomly
assigned one of two disparities symmetrically straddling
the ﬁxation plane (randot transparency). The other type
of reference stimulus was a horizontal step in disparity
speciﬁed by randomly placed dots; the upper level of the
step had an uncrossed disparity and the lower level, an
equal and opposite crossed disparity, again symmetri-
cally straddling the ﬁxation plane (opaque step).
2.3. General stimulus arrangements
All stimuli for these experiments were generated
by an Amiga 3000 computer on the screens of two
X–Y Hewlett–Packard monitors (Model 1332A), each
equipped with a P4 phosphor. The two monitors were
set at right angles to one another, and the images on the
screens were superimposed by a beam-splitting pellicle.
Oriented polarizers, placed in front of the observers eyes
and the two screens, were arranged so that the image
from each screen was visible to only one eye. For the 2D
control experiments, a polarizer was placed in front of
the box holding the pellicle and oriented so that both
eyes would see the same screen, the screen previously
seen only by the left eye.
To determine the space-averaged luminance of the
dots, a dense matrix of non-overlapping dots (20
spacing between dots), presented at the same frame
rate as the displays, was measured with a Pritchard
photometer through the pellicle and polarizers; the
measured luminance was 8.7 cd/m2. The background
luminance was extremely low (0.02 cd/m2). The experi-
ments were performed in a room dimly lit by tungsten
lamps placed about 10 ft from the monitors, and by
ﬂuorescent lighting from an adjacent hallway. The am-
bient illumination was at a mesopic level adequate for
reading; furniture and equipment in the room were
easily visible.
During the time between each test trial, the observer
saw a binocular ﬁxation pattern composed of four small
corner brackets that deﬁned an implicit square 2 on a
side. A bright binocular ﬁxation point was presented in
the center of the ﬁxation square. For most of these ex-
periments, each test interval was 300 ms in duration and
the time between the intervals was 440 ms. For the
vertical disparity experiment, we made small changes in
Fig. 4. Diagram of the two types of reference targets used to match the
apparent depth separating the noise planes generated by the opposite–
disparity pairs of dots. See text.
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the stimulus arrangements. To minimize the eﬀect of
convergence changes, we shortened the duration to 180
ms and we added, in the center of the ﬁxation pattern, a
pair of horizontal nonius lines, separated laterally by 1
between adjacent endpoints. The observer initiated a test
trial by pressing a button when the nonius lines ap-
peared aligned; the nonius lines were not visible during
the test intervals.
2.4. Observers
The two authors and two young female undergrad-
uates served as observers in these experiments. All four
observers were experienced psychophysical observers
with good stereoacuity. They wore optical corrections as
needed for optimum image clarity at the 1 m viewing
distance.
3. Results
3.1. Steep gradients support transparency
It is widely recognized that disparity can break
camouﬂage. Many studies (Henning & Hertz, 1973,
1977) have found that presenting a masking stimulus in
a diﬀerent depth plane from the target enhances target
detectability, compared to presenting the mask in the
same plane as the target. McKee, Watamaniuk, Harris,
Smallman, and Taylor (1997) compared target detection
in 2D noise to detection in similar 3D noise. In their
study, the target was always presented in the ﬁxation
plane and the 3D noise appeared in two transparent
planes that straddled the ﬁxation plane. Their noise
conditions were identical to those diagrammed in Fig.
2A and B (same–disparity noise). They found that de-
tection increased with increasing disparity between the
transparent planes, rising to a peak between 12 and 240
of disparity and then declining to 2D levels at about 600
disparity. Would the opposite–disparity noise dia-
grammed in Fig. 2C also produce the same improvement
in detection? The answer depends on whether the op-
posite–disparity noise forms two transparent planes.
Transparency would surely be seen if the disparity
gradient separating the dots in the opposite–disparity
noise were very shallow. But how shallow? Our manip-
ulation of the vertical separation between the opposite
noise dots will determine the steepest gradient that will
generate transparency. In Fig. 5, the detection thresh-
olds for two observers are plotted as a function of ver-
tical separation between the paired noise dots for all
three noise conditions. The graphs in each of the three
Fig. 5. Detection thresholds for two subjects measured as a function of the vertical separation between the paired noise dots for all three noise
conditions. Each column shows data taken for one of three diﬀerent disparities separating the transparent noise planes. The left column is for 60
disparity range (30); the middle for 120 (60) and the right for 230 (11.50). Note that, although the range speciﬁed on the y-axis is diﬀerent for each
disparity, it covers one log unit in each graph. The error bars show 1 standard error.
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columns show data taken for three diﬀerent disparities
separating the transparent planes (60, 120 and 230).
The thresholds for the 2D noise condition (ﬁlled
squares) actually rise as the vertical separation increases.
The reason is that the vertical separation between the
four dots forming the target also increases with the
vertical separation between the noise dots to preserve
the similarity between target and noise (see Fig. 3). It is
well known that the larger the spacing between the
target dots, the more diﬃcult it is to detect the target in
dense 2D noise ( Falzett & Lappin, 1983; Uttal, Brunell,
& Corwin, 1970). In our case, threshold is the reciprocal
of the maximum tolerated density, 3 so as the spacing
between the target dots increases, the threshold rises,
meaning that the observer can only detect the target at
low densities. Conﬁrming our earlier study, the thresh-
olds for the same–disparity condition (ﬁlled triangles)
are all signiﬁcantly better than the 2D thresholds, pro-
ducing improvements in detectability amounting to 0.2–
0.8 log unit.
For our purposes, the important data come from the
opposite–disparity noise condition, shown by the open
circles. At zero vertical separation, these thresholds are
identical to the 2D condition, as they should be. The
paired noise dots are horizontal and fall on corre-
sponding points in the two retinae, so they are matched
in the ﬁxation plane, obscuring the target. As the ver-
tical separation between the opposite–disparity noise
dots is increased, thresholds fall. The thresholds are
signiﬁcantly below the 2D values at a vertical separation
of 2–40 for all conditions. Indeed, the curves for the two
types of 3D noise merge at a vertical separation of 4–80.
Despite the steep local gradients, observers can label
most of the opposite–disparity noise dots with a dis-
parity that is diﬀerent from the target disparity, i.e.,
diﬀerent from zero. At a vertical separation of 4, the
disparity gradient separating the opposite–disparity dots
for the 120 disparity is 3. Yet this condition produces the
same improvement in target detection as that produced
by the same–disparity noise dots with their local dis-
parity gradients of 0.
Could the PMF stereo matching algorithm, described
in Section 1, explain our results? Our opponent–dis-
parity pairs are similar to the local ‘‘micropatterns’’ used
in the Weinshall displays, 1989, 1991a,b. Pollard and
Frisby (1990) were able to account for the number of
perceived surfaces in her demonstrations, so it seems
likely that this algorithm would predict a transparent
two-plane percept for our opposite disparity noise.
However, transparency alone is not suﬃcient to account
for our threshold results. For one thing, the PMF so-
lution for Weinshall’s displays showed many dots mat-
ched in other planes. If dots were matched in or near
the ﬁxation plane in our displays, one might predict
that they would interfere with target detection. Also,
our observers could detect the target as easily in op-
posite–disparity noise with local gradients of 3, as in
same–disparity noise with local gradients of 0. Is the
transparency equally robust in the two cases? This al-
gorithm explains stereo matching, not target detection,
so it is diﬃcult to determine if it could predict our
thresholds.
Burt and Julesz (1980) argued that stereo matching
was limited by the gradient separating adjacent points.
Detection in the 3D opposite–disparity condition will be
no better than detection in the 2D condition, unless the
stereo system matches the noise dots to non-zero dis-
parities. Thus, the improvement in the 3D threshold
relative to the 2D threshold is an indication of the ro-
bustness of the transparency––of how well the stereo
system segregates the noise into planes signiﬁcantly oﬀ
the ﬁxation plane. If Burt and Julesz are correct, the
improvement in detection threshold should depend on
the gradient separating the opposite–disparity dots,
not the disparity range nor the vertical separation be-
tween the noise pairs.
To test this premise, we devised a ratio of threshold
improvement by dividing the 2D thresholds, shown by
the ﬁlled squares in Fig. 5, by the thresholds for the
opposite disparity 3D noise, shown by the open circles in
Fig. 5. In Fig. 6, this ratio is plotted as a function of the
disparity gradient separating the noise pairs for the three
tested disparity ranges; the ratios for AJ and LM are
taken directly from the data shown in Fig. 5. Threshold
3 Density: dots/deg2, not percent of pixels ﬁlled.
Fig. 6. Data from Fig. 5 converted into a threshold improvement ra-
tio. This ratio is the threshold for 2D condition divided by the
threshold for the comparable 3D threshold for opposite–disparity
noise condition. Ratios are plotted as a function of the disparity gra-
dient between the opposite–disparity pairs.
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ratio data from two other observers are plotted in Fig. 6.
The curves for subjects LM and PV are superimposed
for the diﬀerent disparity ranges, indicating that their
performance is primarily limited by the disparity gra-
dient. For subjects AJ and SM, performance may be
predominantly limited by the vertical separation be-
tween the noise dot pairs, rather than by the disparity
gradient, because the curves appear to be segregated by
disparity. Despite these individual diﬀerences, all four
subjects show substantial improvement in target detec-
tion at disparity gradients ranging up to about 4.
3.2. Epipolar constraint?
Our results suggest that observers are making the
match diagrammed in Fig. 7A, thereby violating the
gradient limit of 1.0. Fig. 7B shows an alternative match
that would be consistent with this gradient limit, but
would place the paired dots in the ﬁxation plane and
thus, probably interfere with target detection. Why does
the stereo system prefer the match in 7A to 7B? Perhaps
our observers were matching each noise dot along epi-
polar lines, i.e., only along horizontal rows. Maybe steep
gradients are tolerated along the vertical axis, but not
along the horizontal axis. Contrary evidence is provided
by the Parker et al. (1991) study; they showed that
transparency could be generated by stimuli with gradi-
ents greater than 2.0 arrayed along a horizontal line.
Also, there is strong evidence that human matching is
not constrained to epipolar lines; Stevenson and Schor
(1997) found that depth identiﬁcation in large random
dot displays was possible with vertical disparities be-
tween the two half-images of up to 450.
To check whether our small transparent displays were
sensitive to vertical disparity, we measured target de-
tection as a function of vertical disparity for one
condition. We chose a condition with a steep gradient
between the opposite–disparity noise dots: 11.70 dispar-
ity/4.10 vertical separation ¼ disparity gradient of 3.
For comparison, we also measured the eﬀect of vertical
disparity on the same–disparity noise condition. Note
that the vertical disparity of the whole display was var-
ied; the right half-image was shifted upward with respect
to the left half-image. As shown in Fig. 7C, the thresh-
olds for the same disparity noise (ﬁlled triangles) are
relatively unaﬀected by small shifts in the absolute ver-
tical disparity of the half-images. Thresholds for the
opposite–disparity noise (open circles) rise slightly with
Fig. 7. Upper diagram (A and B) show the possible ways that the opposite disparity dot pairs might be matched (open circles represent right half-
image and closed circles represent left half-image). Lower graphs show the eﬀect of varying the overall vertical disparity of the whole display. Display
on right screen was brieﬂy (180 ms) shifted upward by the amount shown on x-axis after subjects indicated that horizontal nonius lines were aligned.
These results indicate that subjects are not making matches along epipolar lines. The error bars show 1 standard error.
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increasing vertical disparity, but even with a vertical
disparity of 60, the thresholds for detecting the test target
in the ﬁxation plane are signiﬁcantly better than in 2D
noise (ﬁlled square).
These results show that matching is not constrained
to epipolar lines. Matches between vertically oﬀset dots
are tolerated. The human stereo system could, in prin-
ciple, make the match shown in Fig. 7B, but such mat-
ches only occur when the dots are nearly touching
(gradients of 4–6).
3.3. Depth matching for steep disparity gradients
Thus far, we have considered only how adding dis-
parity to the noise dots improves detection for a target
in the ﬁxation plane. Our results show that, despite their
steep local gradients, most of the opposite–disparity
noise dots must be matched to depth planes other than
the ﬁxation plane. These results, however, do not tell us
where the dots are matched, or whether the apparent
depth between the transparent planes is consistent with
the disparity separating the paired noise dots.
To determine the matching disparity, observers
judged whether the ﬁxed depth between the planes
generated by opposite–disparity dots was larger or
smaller than the depth separating the planes of a refer-
ence stimulus. The disparity between the reference
planes was varied from trial-to-trial. The median value
(PSE) of the psychometric function was taken as an
estimate of the matching disparity. In Fig. 8, we have
plotted the matching disparity as a function of the dis-
parity gradient; similar data were obtained for two other
subjects. Gradients of 1–2 produced matches nearly
equal to the programmed disparity between the paired
dots, but steeper gradients produced a diminished per-
cept of depth between the planes. At gradients between
4–6, the two noise planes appeared to ﬂatten into a
single ‘fat’ plane centered on ﬁxation.
Akerstrom and Todd (1988) reported that trans-
parent surfaces produced a smaller apparent separa-
tion between depth planes than did opaque surfaces
presented with the same diﬀerence in disparity. As de-
scribed above (see methods, Fig. 4), we used two dif-
ferent types of reference displays for this study. Fig. 8
shows that the matches to both types of references were
identical. Even our highest density of 400 dots (3%
density) was considerably lower than the densities used
in the Akerstrom and Todd study, so the diﬀerence in
density may account for the diﬀerence in results between
our study and theirs.
What is the relationship between the perceived depth
of the transparent surfaces and target detection in the
ﬁxation plane? One subject judged the depth of the op-
posite–disparity displays at the noise density corre-
sponding to the detection thresholds measured for the
same condition. The upper row of Fig. 9 shows the
matching disparities for all these various conditions; the
lower row shows the improvement in detection for the
same conditions (data taken from AJ’s graph in Fig. 6).
Note the remarkable agreement between the upper and
lower measurements. When the opposite–disparity pairs
form two discrete transparent planes separated by the
appropriate depth, there is substantial improvement in
the detection threshold. As the average depth separation
between the planes declines, threshold improvement also
declines. When the perceived depth between the oppo-
site–disparity planes collapses to single ‘fat’ plane at
very steep gradients, target detection is no better than in
the 2D condition. In short, the appearance of stereo
transparency predicts target detectability.
Many models of stereo transparency rely on local
(Pollard et al., 1985) or global (Weinshall, 1991b) ‘sup-
port’ to generate multiple depth planes. ‘Support’ means
that there are many other potential matches lying in the
same disparity plane, thereby supporting the likelihood
that a given match represents a correct solution. Does
the stereo transparency we found with steep local gra-
dients rely on support from the many noise pairs in our
displays? Would the disparity matches for very sparse
displays diﬀer from those made to denser displays?
Observers judged the apparent depth separating the dots
in the opposite–disparity pairs for wide range of densi-
Fig. 8. Apparent depth matches as a function of the disparity gradient
separating opposite disparity noise pairs. Matches using the two dif-
ferent reference displays shown in Fig. 4. The matches are not aﬀected
by the reference display or by moderate changes in dot density.
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ties, ranging from a display containing two pairs to one
containing 200 pairs. The disparity gradient separating
the opposite–disparity dot pairs was ﬁxed at 3 for all
matching conditions. They compared these opposite–
disparity displays to a reference stimulus composed of
100 dots that deﬁned a disparity step between two ad-
jacent planes (reference stimulus shown on the right side
of Fig. 4).
As Fig. 10 shows, the number of dot pairs in the
display had almost no eﬀect on disparity matching.
The very sparse displays looked greatly diﬀerent from
the denser displays, because dots appeared diplopic
in the sparse displays and this diplopia was hidden
when there were numerous dots in the ﬁeld. Nonethe-
less, the observer still reliably judged the depth sepa-
rating the diplopic dots even when there were only two
opposite–disparity pairs in the display. Of more signiﬁ-
cance for matching algorithms, the apparent depth of
two-pair display was essentially the same on every trial.
If only one dot of each pair were matched and the other
suppressed, perceived depth would change radically
from trial-to-trial, depending on which member of a pair
was matched. The reader may be convinced of this point
by cross-fusing the stereogram in Fig. 1B. Once their
eyes are in a position of stable convergence, most ob-
servers report that one dot is perfectly fused and the
other is diplopic. Despite this ‘‘triplet’’ appearance, the
depth separating the fused dot and the diplopic dot is
stable and remarkably similar to the depth generated by
the stereogram in Fig. 1A.
3.4. Modeling transparency using the Tsai–Victor ap-
proach
The aim of many stereo algorithms is to match every
dot in the two half-images, preferably into planes that
correspond to the actual surfaces that generated the
half-images. In this sense, diplopia is a failure to ﬁnd a
suitable match. But since human observers can accu-
rately label the depth of diplopic images (Blakemore,
1970; Richards & Foley, 1971; Westheimer & Tanzman,
1956), it may be more reasonable to design algorithms
that match perceived depth, not dots. We think an
appropriate algorithm would utilize responses from
physiologically plausible disparity mechanisms as the
starting point for stereo matching, and then incorporate
a rigorous way of combining these responses into an
Fig. 9. Upper row of graphs shows the matching disparity for the three tested disparity ranges as a function of the disparity gradient of the opposite–
disparity noise. Lower row of graphs show the threshold improvement ratios (2D/3D) for the same conditions. The apparent depth separating the
transparent planes predicts the improvement in target detection. When there appears to be a large separation between the planes, the test target is
easily detected. As the planes ﬂatten into the ﬁxation plane, the target is very diﬃcult to detect. Two other observers matched the depth separating the
noise planes, but at ﬁxed densities; their threshold improvement ratios also mirrored their depth matches.
Fig. 10. Matching disparities plotted as a function of number of pairs
of dots in display, for opposite–disparity noise pairs separated by a
disparity gradient of 3. Note that 200 dot pairs corresponds to a dot
density of 96 dots/deg2.
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accurate depth map. The Tsai–Victor model is one such
model and we have tested it on our transparency dis-
plays.
First, let us examine the problem posed by trans-
parency from the perspective of local disparity mecha-
nisms qualitatively. Transparency is only possible if
local disparity mechanisms can assign two or more
disparities at multiple locations across the visual ﬁeld.
We have devised a particularly diﬃcult task for the
stereo system because the two disparities in our displays
are carried by dots that are very close together. Despite
the steepness of the local gradients, our matching data
indicate that at least one spatial scale can resolve the
individual disparities of the dots. In Fig. 11, we have
drawn a cartoon of the receptive ﬁelds of the disparity
energy mechanisms. As in the Qian model, we are as-
suming that disparity tuning scales with the size of the
receptive ﬁelds of the mechanisms. In our displays, the
coarsest scale (lower left) with the largest ﬁelds would
tend to see the average disparity of the pairs, i.e., zero
disparity. The ﬁnest scale (upper left) would not be able
to read the dot disparities because they exceed its range.
But the medium scale (enlarged on the right) could po-
tentially read the opposite disparities of the pair. This
outcome depends on the vertical separation between the
dots; when the dots are presented close together, the
response generated in the ‘‘toes’’ of the receptive ﬁelds of
these mechanisms may be too weak to provide strong
evidence for equal and opposite disparities.
Stereo transparency depends on density, because
there must be enough space for the appropriate scale to
encode the disparities without adulteration from other
noise dots. As the Gepshtein and Cooperman (1998)
showed, transparency can be seen at a higher density for
a small disparity range than for a large disparity range.
Indeed, using dynamic random dot stereograms, Ste-
venson et al. (1989) found that the small disparity range
of 2–60 could be resolved into two transparent planes at
densities as high as 50%. The highest density used for
our study (96 dots/deg2) is quite sparse––equal to about
one dot pair every 75 min2. This density is so low that
the chance that one pair of noise dots will fall within the
area deﬁned by another pair, thereby creating local
mismatches, is only about 1%. Based on our guess about
the scale that responds to the disparity of the opposite–
disparity pairs, we concluded that the local disparity
signals could be read by at least one scale, without in-
trusion from other dot pairs. The more interesting
problem is why this optimally tuned scale determines the
disparity assigned to the dots, when other scales report
that the dots are matched in the ﬁxation plane.
As described in the Section 1, the template-matching
model of Tsai and Victor (2001) uses the distributed
response of all spatial scales to estimate the most likely
disparity associated with any given location in a 3D
image. Each of their templates consists of the responses
of scaled ‘disparity energy’ mechanisms to white noise
(random dots) at a speciﬁed disparity. The disparity
mechanisms are tuned to 11 spatial frequency scales,
ranging from 0.6–20 cpd, equally spaced on a log scale
at half-octave intervals. At each scale, these mechanisms
code disparity at eight phase diﬀerences between the
eyes, ranging from p to þ3=4p. A stimulus of a ﬁxed
spatial disparity will activate mechanisms tuned to dif-
ferent phases at every scale. For example, a disparity of
60 will stimulate a mechanism tuned to 1.25 cpd and
a phase of p=4, another mechanism tuned to 2.5 cpd
and a phase of p=2, a third mechanism tuned 5 cpd
and a phase of p, and so forth across the entire sam-
pled spectrum. The activity proﬁle generated across the
whole spatial frequency spectrum constitutes the tem-
plate for 60 of disparity. A family of diﬀerent templates
was created for disparities ranging from þ30 to 300 in
0.20 steps, so there were 301 disparity templates.
The model calculates the response of these same
disparity energy mechanisms to a given location in a
novel stereo pattern. Imagine a ‘‘wedding cake’’ of scaled
disparity mechanisms, with smaller and smaller recep-
tive ﬁelds centered on a particular region in the visual
ﬁeld, each responding to the phase disparity that is most
Fig. 11. Cartoon showing receptive ﬁelds of disparity detectors superimposed on the half-images of the opposite disparity noise. See text.
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strongly driven by the stimulus at that location. The
shape of the response across this scaled set of mecha-
nisms is then compared to the templates, in a least-
squared-errors manner. These errors are weighted by the
amount of energy within each spatial frequency scale.
From this, the model generates a template mismatch
measure as a function of spatial disparity. The disparity
at which the function reaches a minimum is taken to be
the disparity of the stimulus at that location.
We calculated the matching disparities of the Tsai
and Victor model in response to ten presentations of
our opposite–disparity noise. For each presentation, the
opposite disparity noise pairs were presented in diﬀerent
randomly chosen locations, and the density of the sim-
ulated display was near the density threshold for target
detection in the psychophysical measurements. The top
row shows the simulated responses (best cases) 4 that
most nearly matched the perceived depth of our dis-
plays. For stimuli that appear transparent, we expect the
model to generate minima at two disparities. At a
shallow gradient of 0.5, the dots are seen in two dispa-
rate planes (60) that straddle the ﬁxation plane; the
model simulation in the upper row shows two shallow
minima near 60 (arrows in graph). For opposite–dis-
parity dots separated by a steep gradient of 3, the ob-
server sees the separation between the planes as slightly
compressed. For a gradient of 3, the model selects the
ﬁxation plane as the probable location, but there are
two competing minima at 30. For the inﬁnite gradient
produced by the opposite disparity pairs with zero ver-
tical separation, the model returned a best match of zero
disparity, correctly matching the percept.
The simulations in Fig. 12 correspond to the match-
ing disparities at a single location in the display, whereas
the human percept of two transparent surfaces is based
on all the dots in the display. To represent the whole
display, rather than one location, we modiﬁed the Tsai–
Victor model. We tiled the display area with scaled
disparity energy units, each separated by 2 sigma of their
Fig. 12. The columns show the predictions of the Tsai and Victor Model to transparent surfaces composed of opposite–disparity dot pairs separated
by four diﬀerent gradients. The functions in each panel show the sum of the squared errors, weighted by energy, between the templates for 301
disparities ranging from 30 to þ300 and the response of the disparity energy mechanisms to our stimulus pattern. The arrows show the actual
disparities of the paired dots. Upper row is the ‘best case’ output for the Tsai–Victor model; the lower row is the output of our average response
variant of the Tsai–Victor model. See text.
4 Because of the random nature of our stimulus, in some simula-
tions, no dots fell within the receptive ﬁelds of some scales. Thus, the
worst cases typically had either no clear minima or a minimum at zero
disparity.
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Gaussian envelopes. We then averaged the disparity
response of all the detectors at given scale that had a
non-zero response. A response proﬁle across scales was
constituted from the average response at each scale; this
response proﬁle was compared to the stored templates.
The lower row of Fig. 12 shows the diﬀerence (sum of
squared errors) between the templates and the average
response proﬁle generated by the opposite disparity
noise. In general, this modiﬁed version of the model
performs as well as the best cases shown in the upper
row of Fig. 12. The model picks matching disparities
that correspond to the human percept for gradients of 1
and 2, but fails to replicate the human experience at
gradients of 3. It is possible that some modiﬁcation of
this model, e.g., selective weighting of scales, could
generate the human percepts. The more important point
is that a model of this type predicts transparency for
fairly steep disparity gradients, consistent with our data.
We thus conclude that this approach can potentially
account for stereo matching in humans.
4. Discussion
Human observers can assign appropriate depths to
features separated by steep disparity gradients (2–3).
They can do this when the targets are presented too
brieﬂy to permit changes in convergence, and for stereo-
grams that contain as few as four dots. In their study of
stereo matching for grating targets, Zhang, Edwards,
and Schor (in press) also found that the disparity gra-
dient limit could be greater than 1 for adjacent gratings.
Lankheet and Lennie (1996) found that the detection of
binocular correlation was likewise not limited by a ﬁxed
value of the disparity gradient. As Tyler (1975) stressed
in his original observations, fusion is impaired by steep
gradients. But fusion is a poor guide to the ability of the
stereo system to label feature disparities correctly. In
agreement with many previous studies (Parker et al.,
1991; Weinshall, 1989), we have shown that these dipl-
opic features readily form transparent surfaces, despite
the steepness of the local disparity gradients. Using a
detection measure, we have also shown that the dis-
parity signals associated with these transparent surfaces
are suﬃciently robust to remove their camouﬂaging ef-
fects on targets in adjacent planes.
Human stereo matching is not limited by a smooth-
ness constraint that is somehow derived from our ex-
perience with natural opaque surfaces. The reason
is fairly obvious. The world contains both steep and
shallow gradients. Based on their range-ﬁnding mea-
surements, Huang, Lee, and Mumford (2000) showed
that a very large fraction of the pixels in natural scenes
are separated by shallow gradients. However, they make
the point that steep changes in range often provide
better information about ‘objects’ than other segment-
ing dimensions, such as color, contrast or texture.
Therefore, the human stereo system must be able to read
these edge transitions, and to localize them accurately.
Moreover, there are many scenes that contain trans-
parent surfaces or intermittent occluders, so if the hu-
man stereo system detects repetitive steep gradients, it
interprets the input as coming from interspersed dis-
parities lying on two or more surfaces.
We think that Tyler’s original explanation for the
horizontal disparity gradient limit is correct; it reﬂects a
size–disparity correlation in the human stereo system
(Smallman & MacLeod, 1994). For two adjacent dots
diﬀering greatly in disparity, a ﬁne scale disparity
mechanism can resolve the pair, but cannot read a large
disparity that lies outside its range. A coarse scale can
read the large disparities of widely separated dots, but
may fail to resolve the pair if they are too close together.
Our results show that the size–disparity correlation does
not conﬁne stereo matches to disparity gradients less
than 1.0. The Tsai–Victor model used for our simula-
tions is a phase–disparity model (Ohzawa et al., 1990;
Qian, 1994). This model necessarily incorporates a size–
disparity correlation, since the disparity in minutes as-
sociated with a given phase angle varies with the size
(spatial frequency) of the model mechanisms. 5 While
the Tsai–Victor model cannot explain all aspects of
stereo matching, it handles many of our transparency
results, making it likely that stereo matching for our
displays is principally limited by this early disparity
processing stage.
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